
 

Marg is a free accounting software specifically designed for small businesses. It offers many different features, including
automatic categorization of expenses, assignment of margins to products, easy setup for new items and services, regular auditing
- even exportable invoices! It’s user-friendly interface makes it easy to use, especially for people who are unfamiliar with
accounting software. Marg boasts an extensive knowledgebase that has helped thousands of users get started over the years.
While it’s true that all accountants have their own way of doing things, there are several features in Marg Accounting Software
that are universally useful. Let’s take a look at the most useful features that users love: Marg offers many different ways to view
and filter data in its financial reports and account registers. Here’s a list of all the different filter options: Marg Accounting
Software can be downloaded for free from its official website, or you can purchase it on CD, USB drive or digital download.
Payment options include Credit Card, Western Union and Paypal. The user is given the option to purchase their license through
an electronic check via Paypal when purchasing online. The software works in Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7 (32-bit
only). It's worth noting that even though this program is free, there is no support whatsoever provided by the developer.

Since 2001, Marg has been downloaded over 1,000,000 times and has received appreciation from its users in many forms. One
such form is in the form of a software review site that was created by a user in 2007 called AppBrain. On AppBrain you can
find almost 40, 000 software reviews and ratings. In addition to the AppBrain website, there is a Facebook page devoted entirely
to Marg Accounting Software where you can learn more about this accounting software and interact with other users. Marg was
also featured in a 2003 book titled "The Comprehensive Guide to Microsoft Small Business Accounting 2003" by Christopher
M. Lao and James A. Svoboda. Marg was originally created by a person going by the online name "Marge", but in 2007 it
became an open-source project that is currently maintained by a group of volunteers led by a person going by the online name
"Majenca". Marg Accounting Software is also available in French.

Full Review: http://www.appbrain.com/app/marg-accounting-software-free/com.majenca.margact.freeware

Full Review: http://www.appbrain.com/forums/topic/396508-reviews-application-only/?page=2&sort=lastpost&forum=3

Full Review: http://books.google.

598eeb4e9f3279 
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